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involving the grounding of the M/V MAJESTIC EXPLORER. One additional 
item of significant importance concerns a least depth of 1.3 fathoms, 
latitude 57°16'57.09 11 N,' longitude 133°48'56.08 11 w: This shoal sounding 
was discovered during present hydrographic work. Offshore and along
shore characteristics are composed primarily of isolated rocks, de
tached rocky reef~ and ledges. Bottom characteristics are composed 
primarily of broken shells, pebbles and rock. 

One temporary tide gage (Bubbler) was installed and operating during 
this field examination. The gage was geographically located on the 
unnamed island east of East Brother Island. The tidal data generated 
by this gage was employed to zone the survey for office reduction of 
sounding data. Field tide reduction of soundings was based on predic
tions from Seldovia, Alaska, with time and range ratios. Agreement 
between predicted and approved tides was within .2 of a fathom. The 
hydrographer commented in the field tide note that predicted tides may 
be in error. This conclusion was based on the reef baring one hour be
fore predicted low water and awash at the time of predicted low water. 
This discrepancy is probably due to the change over from Daylight 
Savings to Standard time. The ship was keeping +8 hours and the refer
ence station at Juneau, Alaska is on +9 after October 30. 

Sounding differences between the final field sheet and smooth sheet are 
attributed to the application of approved tidal zoning, application of 
final velocity correctors and the rescanning of fathograms during 
ver i fi cat i"on. 

The projection parameters, signal list and velocity correctors were 
amended during the verification process. All corrected data is listed 
in the smooth printouts to .. accompany the final PMC plot. 

2. CONTROL AND SHORELINE 

Two Third Order, Class I triangulation stations were used to control 
the entire hydrographic survey. Motorola Mini-Ranger III electronic 
positioning equipment was employed for interrogation in determining 
positional data during launch operations. Both range-range and range
azimuth (Wild T-2) operations were conducted during the survey. Base-
1 ine correctors were applied to all positional data. Daily systems 
checks utilized the baseline crossing method to validate the proper 
operation of the equipment. All remaining information affecting the 
positioning and station control of this survey is listed in Parts F and 
G of the ship's descriptive report. 

The smooth sheet was plotted using preliminary adjusted field posi
tions. 

There were no Class III or Class I shoreline manuscripts. However, a 
U.S. Geological Survey Quadrangle (1:63,360), SUMDUM (B-6), Alaska, 
compiled from 1948 photography was available. The ship did not have 
this map during survey operations. Shoreline is not shown on the 
smooth sheet because of the excessive scale differences. 




